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the opening theme for the 22nd episode, scheduled to air on october 8th, will be "dream breaker" by the band dream. the ending theme song for the series will be performed by aoi yui, who previously performed for the ending theme song for "kandagawa jet girls" titled
"find me" starting from episode 1. the above are listed as the opening and ending theme songs from the anime adaptation of "kandagawa jet girls". the final episode will have a special additional ending theme song, "zaibatsu no sasa ~kanzen na hitomi~" by the rock band
dream. the opening theme song is titled "zaibatsu no sasa ~let me follow you~", and the ending song is titled "kanzen na hitomi". the theme song for the series was composed and arranged by jun tanaka, who is known for the anime adaptation of the light novel "shiraiai
boys" and the manga "my hero academia". the tv anime was written and directed by takayuki hirao, who has directed the anime adaptations of "nisekoi" and "kokkuri princess". the original work and novel was written by yanagi nagaru. the anime was planned to have been
animated by aniplex. the character designs were by tatsuo tsunoda, and the original mechanical designs were by mt animation. the background art is by akatsuki. the anime is directed by takayuki hirao. kazunori miyata was the series director. gisuke onoda, genichiro
suigintaku, yutaka nakano and satoshi nakano were the episodes directors. hirao takayuki is the director. in tokyo, rin namiki, a girl from the countryside whose mother was a legendary jetter, moves to asakusa, tokyo in order to pursue her racing dreams. there rin meets
misa aoi, a cool and beautiful girl, and the two become partners in a racing duo known as the kandagawa jet girls. together, they bond as a team while taking on all challengers.
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nami's training with misa will be a hard road. especially because there are not enough training materials to be used. as the training progresses, the girls become friend and the training becomes stronger. the kandagawa is calling. after that, when he arrived at the dormitory,
he met misa again and lived in a shared room. the next day, the musashino jogakukan jet race club will appear in front of the samurai and misa who were fishing in the kanda river and bet the right to use the river to confront the shigakuin kaguya and his partner's full

stomach kuromaru in a jet race. an original mixed media project about girls competing in tandem jet ski races, is preparing to make a splash in animated form in october of 2019, and now the ending theme song performer has been revealed for the project. un jour, xia zi
tong, une des lves les plus populaire de lcole, vient lui annoncer quelle est enceinte de lui! hao yi a beau nier, personne ne le croit, et il sattire rapidement les foudres de tous ses camarades, qui propagent linformation. poursuivit par garons et filles, car dautres jeunes
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